CASE GS0109  TERBUFOS
------------------------
CHEM 105001  Terbufos (3-(((1,1-dimethyllethyl)thio)

BRANCH EEB  DISC 55 TOPIC 10154041

FORMULATION 04 - GRANULAR
-----------------------------
FICHE/MASTER ID 00087726  CONTENT CAT 04

Post-mortem examination-wildlife. (Unpublished study received
on unknown date under unknown admin. no.; submitted by American
Cyamid Co., Princeton, N.J.; CDL1223457-A)

SUBST. CLASS = 3.

OTHER SUBJECT DESCRIPTORS
SECT EEB -55-10154042

DIRECT RNY TIME = 30 min. (MM)  START-DATE 10/4/82  END DATE 10/18/82

REVIEWED BY: James D. Pelkel
TITLE: Wildlife Biologist
ORG: EEB/HEED
LOC/TEL: Crystal Mall #2/ Room 1101; 557-7667

SIGNATURE:  DATE: 12/15/82

APPROVED BY:  SIGNATURE:  DATE:

This reference includes the necropsy results for the field study reported
under MRID #00085178. See the EEB review of the latter MRID.